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“

Social media can help you
create new channels for
communicating with your
existing customers while
engaging new ones.

introduction
If you’re looking to amplify your company’s presence
online, lure in new business, and expand your reach,
then there’s really no easier way to achieve your goals
than to get into social media.Social media can help
you create new channels for communicating with your
existing customers while engaging new ones, generate
leads, and listen to what your customers are saying.
While it might seem daunting to get started with social
media, we’re here to help. Here at Cisco Channels,
we have marshaled our resources and developed this
ebook, “The Cisco Channels Guide to Social Media” to
help Cisco partners develop a strategy, set goals, and
launch a presence.
After all, we know that our partners are busy closing
deals and generating leads, but with this book, which
offers concise, easily executable advice, you’ll be up
and running with your social media plan in no time.
With chapters on setting the social media stage,
blogging, Twitter (or microblogging), Facebook, and
video, we’ll walk you through the process of getting
into social media, and before you know it, you’ll
become an expert yourself.
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How to Use This Book
We’ve divided our chapters into Basic and Advanced
sections—those of you new to social media can
read background information and develop a solid
understanding of how a particular social media vehicle
works. The advanced information can help you launch
your social profiles and provides guidelines on how to
get the most out of the various tools.
Not sure whether you’re basic or advanced? Use the
handy checklists in each chapter to determine your
skill level.
This ebook features tools that our team has used
extensively, but in future versions of this book we plan
to include chapters on additional tools such as live
streaming video and LinkedIn.

Our Advice
Whether you are a new or advanced user, remember:
Social media is evolving. If you start using a social
media site and it doesn’t work, or doesn’t take off with
your users, adopt a new strategy or change course.
Social media also requires time: You can’t expect
results overnight, so think of doing a little bit every
day. You will see results, but only after putting in the
effort.
The Cisco Channels Guide to Social Media
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When thinking up your strategy, first think about your
overall goals and what you want to achieve. Do you
want to listen to what customers are saying? Establish

Social media is

casual

your company as a data center expert? Generate
more leads? Map out very specific goals so you can
apply the right tools and metrics.
Another point to remember: Social media is not one
size fits all, and you shouldn’t conduct your efforts
in a vacuum. What works for some might not work
for others—for instance, if your staff is full of great
writers, maybe a blog would be suitable. If you want
to engage with your customers on a daily basis, then
Twitter would likely be a great tool. It’s up to you to
figure out what will be best for your company.
And lastly: Social media is casual. Throw out those
stuffy old approaches you see in whitepapers and
case studies. Social media means you can let your hair
down and have fun.
Now go forth and launch your social media plans!
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One: Establishing Your Social Media Plan
So you want to get into social media—great! But
before you get up and running, you should set aside
some time to think through some basic points and
create a social media plan. Once you’ve established
that, you should be ready to launch your social media
vehicles of choice.

Step 1: Identify Your Goals
Defining what you want to achieve is the major
starting point—if you haven’t used social media before,
ask yourself: What is my goal?
Social media can help amplify your company’s
message, help you engage with your customers, start
conversations, and deepen relationships. So keeping
that in mind, you should develop a list of clear goals.
Remember to aim for more than just gaining followers
and fans. While gaining followers is one metric, the
conversation, interaction, and even leads you generate
are important ways of measuring success.
Once you have that list of goals (our rule of thumb is
two or three), your next step will be to identify which
social media vehicles align with those goals.
You definitely shouldn’t just decide, for instance, that
you want to set up a Facebook fan page because
everyone else has one. Before making that decision,
you should ask yourself, “What is the purpose?
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Who am I trying to reach, and why? What sort of

Listen to customers and those in your field first, then

information would I share? Why would people become

engage directly based on what you hear. That way,

fans?” You need to define what you want to achieve in

you develop a conversation based on what’s being

social media, and align your goals with that purpose.

discussed and earn trust and respect in the process.

Step 2: Identify Who Will Manage Your
Presence
Don’t set up your social media presence and expect
that people will be interested just because of its mere
existence. Cultivating a social media following takes
time, trial and error, and patience.
Before you start, identify who will manage your social
media presence. Will you appoint a marketing person?

In the same vein, don’t start blasting out one-way
marketing messages, which is usually treated as
spam. Social media is a dialog. So go ahead and listen,
then start discussions, ask questions, and join the
discussion.
And that’s really the purpose of social media—to
create trust and foster conversation. You have to
engage, be willing to listen, and willing to interact.

Do you have multiple people who will post? You should

You should also have a workflow in place to route

make these decisions up front, because you want to

comments and questions to those who can provide the

make sure that you have the right folks in place to

appropriate answers. Make sure you always close the

ensure deep, two-way conversations.

loop with your fans and followers.

Getting into social media cannot be a passive

Step 4: Start Small

exercise—you have to be willing to devote time and

Our final piece of advice: It’s best to use one tool

energy to it, in order to see results.

really well than to do everything at once. Don’t create

Step 3: Listen First, Then Talk
You should always start by listening, then jumping into
the conversation. Using Twitter or any social media
platform without first listening to the discussion is the

a blog, Facebook page, and Twitter account in one day
and try to manage those singlehandedly. Start out with
one tool, learn how to use it well, build relationships,
and only then branch out in something else.

equivalent of going up to people at a cocktail party
and yelling in their faces without introducing yourself
or listening to their discussion first.
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W hat is a Blog?

two: blogging

A blog, also known as a web log, is a web
site that contains ongoing commentary and
links.

W ho Should Blog?
Anyone in your company can contribute to your blog—
ideally the more contributors, the more variety of content
you will have. You can even ask guests to contribute
(outside experts, analysts, or partners, for example).

W here Should the Blog be Located?
You should provide a link to your blog on your company
website (or host it there, if possible). Giving it some

STOP

Before you continue, we want to know

• Are you familiar with what a
blog is, and how to set one up?
• Have you contributed content
to a blog before?
• Do you understand how a blog
can help you drive sales?

prominence will ensure that visitors will see it. (See below for
platform suggestions.)

If you answered no, go to Blogging Basics

W hen Should the Blog be Updated?

If you answered yes, go to Advanced
Blogging Tips

Often—several times a week is ideal.

W hy Should You Blog?
Studies show that approximately 91% of IT B2B decision
makers use search on Google or other sites when they
are going to purchase a product. Chances are that
prospects that have not yet engaged are more
likely to read your blog than they are to open
those emails you send on a quarterly,
monthly, or even weekly basis.
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two: blogging
Blogging Basics
Your prospects are looking for information, they want
to solve problems, research technology solutions, and
figure out which companies offer what they need. Your
challenge is getting in front of them, the moment they
are looking for you. A blog promotes your thought
leadership, whether it’s your knowledge of network
management, security, or Cisco solutions specifically.
People may not need your products or services at this
point in time, but when they do they will think of you
first or find you via search by searching on Google or
other search engines.
People want to read about things they find interesting
or things that make their lives easier, so do not
hesitate to give away free consulting in your blog. If
you tell a prospect how to decrease TCO, give them
more information about IPv6, or ways to extend their
security policy across their entire company on their
own, they will remember you when it’s time to reach
out to a solution provider around Cisco solutions.
Want to tell a customer success story? Need to spread
information about an upcoming company-sponsored
event? A blog can serve those needs, and more.
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In our view, a blog should lie at the center of your

If your company would rather have more control over

social media strategy. Post a blog, then tweet it,

where your blog lives, a self-hosted or standalone blog

publish it on Facebook, or use another tool to help

is the answer. The best options for this are WordPress,

amplify it. A blog enables you to set the narrative for

which is free, and MovableType, which is subscription-

your company in a way that no other Web 2.0 tool can.

based.

Furthermore, companies that blog get 55% more web
traffic and 70% more leads than those that don’t.

Choosing a Platform

Both platforms are fairly easy to customize with setup, design, and widget options, and can be changed
very quickly and easily.

When choosing a blogging platform, keep a few things
in mind:
•

You want something easy to update

•

A hosted platform is the best way to get started

•

The name of your blog should reflect its connection
to your company

Some platforms (such as Blogger) are free, while
others (such as MoveableType) will cost you a monthly
or yearly subscription. The one downfall to these
hosted options is that the URL of your blog includes
their site, such as www.yourblog.blogspot.com, which
would be a Blogger address. This can very easily be
remedied by purchasing the URL you want, such as

Photo Credits: Flickr

www.yourblog.com and have it forwarded to the actual
blog address. (Blogger offers help on how to do this).
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two: blogging
Advanced Blogging Tips
Once you’re up and running, it’s good to follow a

customer need on your blog, show customers how to

few guidelines for shaping the content that you’re

do something, or lend your expertise, customers will

presenting.

look to you as a trusted source. (And this can also

Choose Your Topics Wisely

have the added benefit of boosting sales.)

Not certain what to write about? One of the best

You can blog about a news story by putting your own

places to start is by introducing your company blog

twist on it and why it’s important to your readers.

as a place to share ideas. Readers will be encouraged

Another thing you can do is link out to another blogger

to hear that your blog is a place they can respond

and credit them with sharing something interesting,

to—literally, with comments on your content. Inviting

and offer your thoughts on the topic.

feedback is a great way to establish customer
conversations.

You can also take a company whitepaper and spin it
into five or six blog entries. Or you could blog live from
a company event to create buzz. The possibilities for

Thanks! What
topics would you
like to see in
upcoming blogs?

Nice Blog!

content are endless.

Be Casual and Show Personality
Blogs tend to have an informal style by nature, so
try not to present your company’s information in a
manner that is stiff and official-sounding. (Issuing
press releases over your blog is definitely not advised,
but taking a press release and giving it a more casual,
conversational presentation would work.) You want

From there, you can host a company-wide brainstorm

prospective customers visiting your website and

session to see what topics customers ask about and

reading your blog to really understand the nature of

where their pain points are. If you can address a

your company and what you do.
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Keeping that in mind, think about how you would

that once you have committed to a company blog, you

talk with one of your customers—how would you

post several times a week.

characterize what you are focusing on, if you were
chatting over the phone, for instance? Write your
blog entries as you would talk (fixed for grammar, of
course) and you will have a blog that without question
shows some personality.
You can also show flair by including photos and video

9am-Blog

links—those provide color to complement your text.
3pm-Blog

Don’t Write Sales Pitches

1pm-Blog

You definitely want customers to know about the
solutions that your company can offer. But you

3pm-Blog

don’t want your blog to become overrun with sales
pitches. Rather than focusing on what you can do for
customers, think about what you have accomplished
and share that information on your blog. Prospective
customers may be intrigued reading a story about
your previous customer wins; those will provide
concrete examples of your company’s success as well
as an interesting narrative.

Blogging can take a little time, because once you
decide about what to write, you need to take the time
to craft your entry, and then post it. But dedicating
that time a few times a week can have a big payoff if
prospective customers not only get a sense of your
company culture, but also how your business will help

Post Often

them.

Nothing looks worse than an untended blog. Dated

Worried about how to track what you’re working

blog entries will undoubtedly demonstrate to
customers that you tried something, but gave up, and
that’s the last message you want to send. So be sure

on? Creating a very basic content calendar using a
The Cisco Channels Guide to Social Media
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spreadsheet can help you stay on target. Set aside a
reasonable amount of time, say a three or four hours
each week, to write, edit, and plan your blog entries.

Utilize Your Subject Matter Experts
Your company blog doesn’t need to have only one
contributor—after all, each individual within your
organization has different expertise that can contribute
to your blog’s overall success. So solicit blog entries
from different members of different groups, whether
marketing, engineering, or sales, and help make them
evangelizers for your company. Utilizing this type of
cross-functional content will further demonstrate your
company’s versatility and help show the personality
and diversity of thought within your organization.

Promote Your Content
It’s great to post a blog entry, but now it’s time to
get readers’ eyeballs on it. This is where Twitter and
Facebook can serve as useful tools to help promote
your blog to customers. And make sure you promote
your blog on your website’s home page, too. That’s
guaranteed to drive customers to read it.
In addition to promoting your blog via social media and

get your blog noticed and make some new blogging
friends, too. Plus, reading other blogs gives you great
content ideas. You can also ask the blog owner if you
can contribute content as a guest blogger and vice
versa.

Video Resources
Social Media Spotlight: Eight Tips for Writing an
Engaging Blog Entry

your website, reading and visiting blogs in a similar
niche as your own and leaving thoughtful comments
(with a link back to your own blog) is a great way to
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W hat is Twitter?

three: twitter

Twitter is a microblogging service that
enables you to send and read text-based
posts of up to 140 characters, known as tweets.

W ho Uses Twitter?
Anyone and everyone uses Twitter, from celebrities
like soccer player Cristiano Ronaldo, to politicians
such as President Barack Obama, to prominent figures in
technology such as Cisco CTO Padmasree Warrior.

W here Should I Use Twitter?
You can access Twitter via at http://www.twitter.com, to set up
an account and get started.

W hen Should I Use Twitter?
Any time—tweets are shared round the clock globally, so

STOP

Before you continue, we want to know

• Are you familiar with Twitter?
• Have you set up a Twitter
account, and tweeted before?
• Do you understand how to
write in 140 characters?
If you answered no, go to Twitter Basics
If you answered yes, go to Advanced
Twitter Tips

whenever you feel like tweeting is up to you.

W hy Use Twitter?
Twitter enables you to share small bits of information,
links, photos, videos, and even random thoughts in real
time with a multitude of people. That sharing can help
you drive eyes to your website content, but it can
also help you develop and deepen relationships
with others. Yes, that is possible to do, in
140 character-bits!
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three: twitter
Twitter Basics

Creating Your Profile
To set up your profile, go to www.twitter.com and sign
up. For a quick Twitter tour, go to page 19.
If you’re using Twitter primarily to engage with people
for business, your username should be something
professional. A fun nickname or something that is hard
to understand will only confuse people and make you
harder to find.
Your Twitter handle should use your actual name (or
as close to your actual name as possible in the fewest
amount of characters). This is how many people
will find and identify you if they do not know your
username. Your Twitter handle will be repeated if
your message is retweeted (more on that below), so
keeping it as short as possible will help. If you have a
common name, it’s important to use a middle initial or
some way to differentiate yourself.
For your profile picture, you can either use a branded
profile with your company logo, or add a picture of
yourself. If you do use a personal picture, choose a
headshot that clearly shows your face--nothing blurry
or too small.
For your bio, you have 160 characters to tell people
about yourself, so use them wisely. If you are
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representing your company, be sure to include the

reply. Example: @Cisco_ Channels Looking forward

company name and perhaps your role. Personal

to using Managed Services Channel Program!

details are fine, especially if they identify you, such

•

RT = Retweet. You can “retweet” other users’

as “Red Sox fan, father of two” but stop short before

messages to share the information with your

discussing religious or political opinions that may

followers and acknowledge that what they tweeted

offend. These keywords also act as Twitter search

is important. Retweeting is encouraged as it builds

engine optimization (SEO), so if you’re a data center

connections with other users. Example: “RT @

architect, CEO, or engineer, those words will help

Cisco_Channels: How to Join the New Breed of

others with common interests find you. If you’re using

Profitable Partners http://is.gd/6YYszJ”

Twitter primarily to engage with people on behalf of
your business, your profile should clearly identify that.
Also, be sure to add a link to your company’s website
or blog.

Learn The Lingo
To engage other users, learn the Twitter lingo and
common commands.
Here are some basics to get you started:

Know Your Goals
Not all brands utilize Twitter the same way:
• Comcast uses @ComcastCares to provide their
customers with support.
• @Cisco_Channels is used to keep their partners
abreast of the latest developments, connect, and listen
to what partners are sharing.

•

Tweet = A message sent on Twitter

Many companies utilize their accounts to promote and

•

DM = Direct Message, a private tweet to one of

sell products. It’s important that you’re always adding

your followers. Type D @username + message.

value and giving away useful information and advice.

This will send your direct message to their device/

It is important to think about what you’re trying to

twitter inbox. Example: “d @krissy let’s meet at 4?”

achieve with your account and your content should

(Someone must be following you in order to receive

follow suit.

a direct message from you and vice versa.)
•

@ = Also known as a “mention,” is used to reply
and always include preceding a Twitter ID in a
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three: twitter
Advanced Twitter Tips
So you’re up and running and ready to tweet. But

Now you might begin looking for ways to spice up your

now what? Will anyone listen? They certainly will, but

tweets. To help you along, here are some tips on what

not instantaneously—you need to work at cultivating

do you need to do to use Twitter effectively.

followers.

Think Like a Headline Writer
Think extremely catchy—use plays on words, for
instance. Anything that uses creative wording is likely
to catch eyes. You can even draft different versions of
tweets and send them out throughout the day to see
which ones get the most attention.
As an example, here is a tweet that was sent out from

The easiest way to gain followers is to follow others.
Find key players in your field and follow them. Follow
business leaders, thought leaders, executives you

@Cisco_Channels: Ghosts, routers, zombies, oh my!
Get top Cisco headlines w/ Partner Update, Halloween
Edition cisc0.ly/6014RjQO

admire. Then read their tweets closely—what are they

Rather than this, which is bland in comparison:

saying? What are they linking to? Do you like their

Watch this video with some news for partners. cisc0.

content? You can start by retweeting the messages

ly/6014RjQO

that other people are sending, and then dip your toe in
the water of sending tweets yourself.
And remember: Promote yourself! Put your Twitter

Observe Grammar Rules, and Watch
Your Spelling
Nothing can throw readers off more than seeing a

handle in your email signatures, on your website,

mistake in your tweet. Avoid mistakes by reading your

business cards, presentations, and anywhere else it

tweets carefully before hitting the Send button. (You

fits. That’s an easy way to show others that you’re

can even plug tweets into Microsoft Word to spell and

on Twitter, and to give customers (and potential

grammar check them first.)

customers) the means to learn what your current
thoughts are.
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Don’t Abbreviate Too Much

Use Hashtags

Sure, you need to abbreviate some words to make

Hashtags are essentially a simple way to catalog and

your tweet fit (to = 2, or for = 4, for example), but

connect tweets about a specific topic. They make

over-abbreviation will cause readers to have to stop

it easier for users to find additional tweets on a

to interpret what you’re writing. And if your audience

particular subject, while filtering out the incidental

is global, abbreviations that might make sense in one

tweets that may just coincidentally contain the same

country will go over the heads of those in another part

keyword. Create a hashtag simply by appending

of the world. So, aim for consistency, seek brevity, and

the hash symbol to a word, like this: #hashtag. For

abbreviate really obvious words when necessary.

example, at Cisco Partner Summit in 2011, our team

Also make sure that your call to action for your
followers is clear—too many abbreviations will be
confusing here, as well.

Shorten Your URLs
Don’t use your whole 140 character count with a
lengthy URL. Many of the Twitter management clients

used the hash tag #ciscops11 to sort all of the tweets
from the event.

Take Time, Think About It
Sure, 140 characters is brief, but shaping that
sentence or statement isn’t easy. So think about it,
take your time, don’t rush it. Sometimes the best
tweets develop over the course of an hour.

Observe Your Own Twitter History
Go back and look at your previous tweets—which ones
generated a ton of buzz, getting a lot of retweets?
such as HootSuite or TweetDeck have a built in URL

Which ones zipped past without notice? Your followers

shortener, or you can always use the TinyURL or Bit.

will give you a good indication of what works, so follow

ly website and plug in your long URL to get a shorter

their lead when crafting your tweets.

one. The short URLs will also make it easier for other

Video Resources

users to retweet your tweets. Bit.ly and some of the
URL shorteners offer trackable links so you can see

Social Media Spotlight: Six Rules for Minding Your

how many clicks your links receive.

Twitter Manners
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three: twitter
Twitter Tour

Tweet Often

Link to your company
website/blog
Tweet pictures

Follow People with
Similar Interest

Shorten URLs
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W hat is Video?

four: video

Videos is any content you’ve captured with
a video camera—maybe you want to share
footage from a recent company event, or one of your
executives wants to address customers. Video is a great
tool for delivering these sorts of messages.

W ho Should Use Video?
Video is suitable for just about anyone—its easy accessibility
makes it ideal for any audience.

W here Should I Post Video?
Video can be posted to your website, embedded on your blog, and

STOP

Before you continue, we want to know

• Are you familiar with video?
• Have you set up a video
before?
• Do you understand the basics
of video production?

linked to via your Twitter and Facebook account.

W hen Should I Use Video?
When you have a message that might you want to deliver in a
particular manner, video can be the perfect vehicle. Video can be

If you answered no, go to Video Basics
If you answered yes, go to Advanced
Video Tips

shot anywhere, using even your smartphone: That’s what makes it
so versatile.

W hy Use Video?
Video adds a human dimension to your communications;
text might appear flat, whereas video can add emotion.
It can also give customers a good feel for who your
executives are, and what your company culture is
all about.
The Cisco Channels Guide to Social Media
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four: video
Video Basics
Polished, professional videos can help promote your
company. You can feature your videos prominently on
your website to help amplify your company’s message
and entice customers. You can also post your videos
on Facebook to garner even more views.
But here’s the thing: Nothing can ruin a video more
than poor setup. If you invest some time and thought
in lighting, staging, and audio, your video will come
out so much better than if you just shoot in front of a
window without regard to your light source, or if you
film outside with loud cars driving by that drown out
your audio.
Here are our Top 10 Tips for Setting Up the Perfect
Video.

1. Visit other video blogs to gather
inspiration.
Find successful video blogs, study them to see what
works, and what doesn’t. For instance, look at where
the subject is sitting, how the lighting is set up, and
what color clothing the talent is wearing. Does it
work? Here are some links to video blogs that we like:
Sometimes Daily, freddiew, and ChurchMediaDesignTV.
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When looking at videos, pay attention to the pattern

Optimally, three-point lighting, or lighting that comes

of the subject’s clothing—for instance, checked

in from three sources will provide even coverage for

shirts with a small design look weird, often creating

subjects. Here’s how it works: a key light goes in

moiré patterns, and some colors can conflict with a

front, shining directly on the subject. The fill light also

background. If your talent is standing in front of a

illuminates the subject, but is off to the side and fills

white wall, you wouldn’t want them wearing a white

in, as the name suggests. (This light is placed at about

shirt. Conversely, if you have a dark background, the

face level.) You can use a reflector or a large white

talent should wear a lighter shirt.

poster board as a fill light if you don’t have an actual

And if you’re using a green screen, definitely make
sure the talent is not wearing green, or they will be
invisible.

light. Remember, the fill light must be half as strong
as the key light, otherwise the lights will compete,
causing the video to look really washed out. The final
light, the back light, shines on the subject from behind

2. Never place the talent in front of a
window.
Placing the talent with light coming in from behind
(called backlighting) can cause harshness on the
subject’s face or back of the head. The subject
should be looking into the light source, so have the
videographer’s back be to the window.

3. Lighting is key.
Don’t stop at natural light. Buying one studio light
source to illuminate the subject will go a long way,
whether you pick LEDs, soft box, flood lights, or
craft your own using construction lights from a local
hardware store.
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and serves to separate the background from the

8. Monitor your mic feed.

foreground.

Sometimes lavaliers can scrape against clothing or

4. Set up your tripod at your talent’s
eye level.
Let’s face it, no one wants the focus on a forehead.

hair, and there is nothing worse than not monitoring
audio and realizing there was an issue when you’re
already home (or at the office) and editing. To avoid
that problem, plug some headphones into your

5. Tripod levels are your friend.

camera’s headphone jack and listen carefully while

If your tripod has a leveler, which is essentially similar

you’re filming to make sure you have placed the mic

to a bubble leveler that’s used in construction, use it.

properly and adjust accordingly.

Fixing a crooked shot will only eat up precious editing
time.

Also, by monitoring audio, you can check for
interference. Devices like cell phones can create

6. Invest in lavaliers, if possible.

buzzing sounds and interfere with audio, so ask

Your camera’s onboard microphone will pick up all

subjects to turn off their phones before filming.

the background noise, not just your talent’s voice.
Lavaliers, microphones that clip onto a shirt, will
ensure quality audio for your video and pick up just
your talent’s voice. While they require a bit of an
investment (they can range from US$150-$600), they
can help your talent’s voice come in loud and clear.
Get a wireless set so you can use the lavs anywhere.

7. Run lavaliers under clothing.
Lavalier cables look tacky if you can see them, so have
your talent run the cable through their shirt and clip
the receiver onto a belt loop.
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9. Make your talent comfortable.
Sometimes putting the camera at a slight angle
will make the talent less conscious than if you were
to place the camera facing them directly. You can
also ask someone to sit next to the camera and ask
your subject to talk to that person. It can feel more
comfortable talking to another person than looking
into an unfeeling camera.

10. Use a teleprompter.
If the option is available to you, invest in a
teleprompter set up. Reading off of a teleprompter
can greatly help your video subjects sound crisp and
rehearsed, even if they haven’t practiced their material
extensively. We here at Cisco Channels use the Pro
Prompter HD with an Apple iPad.
Your talent can also copy your script into CuePrompter,
a free online tool that enables your browser to work
like a teleprompter.
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four: video
Advanced Video Tips
Now that you’ve unleashed your inner producer and
become a pro at set up and filmed your video, the
next step is to edit (here’s a link to our iMovie tutorial,
which walks you through the editing process step-bystep).
Once your video is ready, it’s time to share it with an
audience. With so many video hosting services out
there, it can be overwhelming deciding which one to
use. Here’s a list of the top video hosting services
available along with their capabilities, restrictions, and
other useful information.

A platform for professional and up-and-coming
videographers to showcase their self-produced,
independent web series.
Audience: Independent web series producers,
distributors, advertisers, and viewers.
Cost: Free
Pros: By enabling the optional advertising feature,

Once you’ve chosen a hosting service, you’ll be able

content contributors get paid for the views (revenue is

to embed your videos on your blog, on Facebook, or

split 50/50 between the content contributor and blip.

other spots where your audience may be.

tv).
Cons: Lots of restrictions around what can and cannot
be uploaded. Only accepts web series and not one-off
videos.
Cool feature: The Dashboard lets you know who your
audience is, where your audience fast forwards, where
they rewind, and where you lose them.
Sharing: Embed (on a blog or website), share via
Twitter, Facebook, Reddit, StumbleUpon, MySpace.
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Customizable and flexible online video platform
for video publishers producing personal and/or

A platform for filmmaking enthusiasts to showcase
their original videos.

commercial content.

Audience: Independent video producers and viewers.

Audience: Independent and commercial video

Cost: Basic account is free. Vimeo PRO for business

producers and viewers.

and commercial use is US$199 per year.

Cost: Personal accounts are free. Business accounts

Pros: Free tutorials on how to make better videos.

start at US$100 per month.

Super-customizable and brandable video player

Pros: Customizable video permalinks and ability

available for Vimeo PRO account.

to brand your video player with an overlay of your

Cons: Basic account not for commercial use and has

company logo.

a maximum of 500MB of uploading per week. Cannot

Cons: Pricier than other options.
Cool feature: Viewers can add tags and comments at
specific points in your video.
Sharing: Twitter, Facebook, StumbleUpon, Reddit,
Tumblr, Digg. Distribute to iTunes, mobile. Numerous
embed options, including Flash with HTML5 and

subscribe via RSS.
Cool feature: Join a group to share and discuss
videos, photos, music, and events with other people
that share the same interests.
Sharing: Share via email, Facebook, Twitter, Delicious,
Digg, StumbleUpon, MySpace, or Flickr.

iframe.
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With more than 3 billion videos viewed per day,
YouTube is the most popular site for watching and
sharing videos.
Audience: From individual video producers to large
corporations and everyone in between.
Cost: Free
Pros: Videos can be viewed without logging in and can
easily be embedded on other sites.
Cons: Lots of competition (35 hours of video are
uploaded to YouTube every minute).

Video Resources
Social Media Spotlight: iMovie Tutorial

Cool feature: As long as the owner of the video has
the embed feature enabled, YouTube generates the
embed code so that you can post the video on your
website or blog.
Sharing: Share your video publicly or use the
private sharing option to control who can watch your
video. Share via email, Facebook, Twitter, MySpace,
Orkut, hi5, Blogger, Live Spaces, Bebo, Buzz, or
StumbleUpon.
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four: video
YouTube Tour

Never Place Talent In
Front of a Window
Set Tripod at Eyelevel
Invest in Lavaliers and
Run Under Clothing

Lighting From Three
Sources
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W hat is a Facebook fan page?

five: facebook fan pages

Facebook allows brands and companies to create
a fan page, which is a public profile that enables sharing
information with Facebook users and the general public.
Fan pages are publicly visible, meaning they can be seen by
unregistered users, so companies often include a link to their
Facebook fan page on their website.

W ho Uses Facebook Fan Pages?
Just about any brand you can think of, from Coca-Cola, BMW, and Hershey’s
Chocolate, to tech companies such as Citrix and Cisco, of course. (And many
Cisco partners as well!)

W here are Facebook Fan Pages located?
Fan pages are hosted on Facebook (which require an account), but are publicly
visible, so users searching on Google or other search engines will find your page

STOP

Before you continue, we want to know

• Do you have a Facebook
profile?
• Have you visited a Facebook
fan page before?
• Has your company already set
up a Facebook fan page?

if they search for it. You don’t need an account on Facebook to view a fan page,
but you do need one to comment.

W hen Should I Create a Facebook Fan Page?
A fan page can be created at any time—and because Facebook is used
globally by millions of users, it will be searched for and viewed at all hours of

If you answered no, go to Facebook Basics
If you answered yes, go to Advanced
Facebook Tips

the day, at any given time.

W hy Create a Facebook Fan Page?
There’s a multitude of reasons—a fan page enables you to connect with
users, interact with them, and educate potential customers on your
company’s offerings. It’s an easy to way to forge relationships,
and it’s also another vehicle you can use to help amplify
your company message. Best of all: It’s free to create a
basic page. (You may want to spend money to hire a
developer to do the coding however.)
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five: facebook fan pages
Facebook Basics - Welcome Tab
While it might seem a little daunting to create and custom-design a Facebook fan page, we’ve got it covered: Here’s a link to
our step-by-step instructions on how to do it.
And below is the Cisco Channels fan page, with helpful callouts on our page’s features to guide you through the design of your
page.

These links identify the tabs on your
Facebook page, enabling visitors a quick
glimpse into what information you have
available, whether links to news, photos,
or events.
This page is programmable, so you can design
it as you wish. In our case, we inserted a
“welcome mat” as it were, thanking visitors for
stopping by, and letting them know a little bit
about us and what we do.

This indicates the total number of people
that have “liked” your page. As you
continuously post content, and comment on
other pages, the number of people who “like”
your page will continue to grow.
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five: facebook fan pages
Facebook Basics - Fan Page
Below is the wall of the Cisco Channels fan page, with callouts on our page’s features. This page is the hub for all of your
activities—most of your users will engage with you here.

One of the easiest ways to drive engagement
on your page is by uploading photos—these
appear on your wall when you post them,
and also display on top.

Use your wall to post interesting tidbits,
news, links and more. Keep your posts short
and fun—your fans are more likely to “like”
and comment when they feel engaged.

When you “like” other pages, they will show
up here. Be sure to like others in your field,
pages you admire, and so on. Liking others
shows that you are engaged, and will help
increase the number of likes that your page
receives.
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five: facebook fan pages
Facebook Basics - News Tab
An RSS feed on your Facebook page enables you to syndicate content that you might have on your company blog, or news
articles that you would like to share. Installing an RSS feed requires a little programming expertise and an app—on the Cisco
Channels page, we use an app from Involver.

Once you’ve added in your RSS feed, it will
automatically update, so you won’t have to
manually program this page.
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five: facebook fan pages
Advanced Facebook Tips
Looking for ways to generate content and drive new
users to your fan page? Here are some of our tips and
tricks.

Put All of Your Company’s Information
in One Place
Integrate an RSS news feed from your blog (or another
site), Flickr photos, YouTube videos, and Twitter feed
on your Facebook fan page. Your customers can see
all of that activity in one place, giving them a great
snapshot of everything going on with your business.

Enable Group Discussions
When multiple users are engaging with the content on
your fan page, they can interact not just with you, but
with each other, creating a community around your
business. When they post on your page, all of their
friends see it, too. This helps you forge relationships
with your customers in a way that you couldn’t using
an email newsletter, or even Twitter.
Be sure to respond to users who post questions and
comments on your wall—this shows that you are
engaged and committed to developing relationships
with customers.
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Grow Your Reach

Video Resources

Be sure to encourage users to “like” your page—when
someone clicks that little “thumbs up” icon your

Facebook Fan Page Tutorial for Partners

page, all of their Facebook friends in their network
are able to see that, exposing them to your page,
and potentially drawing in new fans. (And potential
customers.)

Get Instant Feedback
Curious about whether a new product or new company
initiative will gain traction? Create a poll on your
Facebook page enables you to solicit feedback from
your fans, giving you a quick idea of what works and
what doesn’t.

Create Promotions
One of the best ways to generate interest on your
Facebook page is through creating a promotion, or
contest. Facebook has many specific rules to follow
about using their platform for promotions, so be sure
to review those before designing yours. Many sites
have contests to drive engagement and gain new
viewers, and while a contest can take a significant
amount of time to launch and run, the benefits it can
yield are big.
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Six: Connect with Cisco Channels
We’d love to connect with you—we’re here to share
interviews, videos, executive insights, tips, and Cisco
announcements. Whether you’re a Cisco partner,
solution provider, customer, or someone with an
interest in tech, we welcome your participation. Here
are the links to the various Cisco Channels social
media vehicles. Follow us, share your insights and
stories, post on our Facebook wall, and we’ll follow
back, and post on your Facebook wall, too.
Was this ebook useful? Let us know what we missed
and what we should cover in updates and new editions.
And be sure to share your social media best practices
and tips, too.
Cisco Channels Blog
Cisco Channels Twitter Feed
Channels Chat on Ustream
Cisco Channels YouTube Channel
Cisco Channels Facebook Page
Cisco Channels Flickr Photostream
The Truth About Marketing
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